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Introduction
The Hawaiian archipelago is one of the most isolated groups 

of islands in the world with a diverse flora and fauna with high 
percentage of endemism.1,2 The ecosystem on the Hawaiian Islands 
began facing challenges 1200 years ago when Polynesian settlers 
brought rats, pigs and dogs2 followed in the late 1700’s, by Europeans 
bringing rats, cattle, sheep, goat, cats, pigs and other disease vectors 
including mosquitos. Hawaii has lost more than half of its endemic 
birds.3,4 Despite the real challenges of introduced species and diseases, 
the prime reason for continued declines in bird species is believed 
to be the lack of implementation of management actions at relevant 
scales.4 This case study presents how the use of Systems Behaviour 
Charts to understand longitudinal population data can provide helpful 
insights into bird population management. System Behaviour Charts 
represent data variations over the passage of time.5,6 We present the 
case of Palila (Loxioides bailleui), a Hawaiian honeycreeper which is 
currently facing population decline.

Case presentation
Population counts for Palila were collated from previously 

established data in historical records, population surveys, field notes 
and unpublished notes. Fortunately with System Behaviour Charts as 
few as twenty data points provide useful insight.6 Population survey 
counts for wild Palila from 1980 to 20167 were plotted on a chart 
(Figure 1) alongside calculated Natural Limits. The mean (x̄) of the 
population count data was plotted as the central line and the standard 
deviation (σ) was further used to calculate four control limit lines:6 
Centre Line=x̄ ; Upper Natural Limit: UNL=x̄+3σ ; Lower Natural 
Limit: LNL=x̄-3σ ; Upper Warning Limit: UNL=x̄+2σ ; Lower 
Warning Limit: LWL=x̄-2σ. The position of data points relative 
to these empiricallyderived limit lines enables differentiation of 
routine variations from exceptions.6 These data-derived observations 

stimulate investigation of potential factors for taking action, making 
decisions or setting goals. This is an important feature which is not 
considered in other superficially similar approaches such as the 
‘decision trigger’ idea,8 where arbitrary assumptions of ‘desirable’ 
and ‘undesirable’ performance are accepted. The Systems Behaviour 
Chart of population counts for Palila reveals that from 1980 to 2003 
counts remain within natural limits (Figure 1). However, the lower 
natural limit for the run of data from 1980 is negative, indicating that 
the species position is critical. From a probability viewpoint it could 
possibly become extinct in any future year; a zero count is no more 
unexpected than any count up to the Upper Natural Limit. From 2003 
a sharp, decline in the data shows the population system is statistically 
‘out of control’.6 Since it is a continuous uncontrolled decline, limits 
are not recalculated until the next stable system which appears from 
2010 to 2016, where the limits are recalculated. In contrast to wide 
and negative natural limits prior to 2003, the second system shows 
limits which lie closer to the new mean and are also greater than zero.

Figure 1 Population estimates of Palila (Loxioides bailleui) on Hawaii from 
1980 to 2015 (Camp, Brinck & Banko7 Mean, natural and warning limits are 
calculated for 1980-2003(left) and 2010 to 2016 (right).
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Abstract

Conservation management requires decisions, interventions and goal-setting that will 
enable recovery of vulnerable species populations and habitats. System Behavior 
Charts involve analysis of longitudinal data sets to identify changes over time and 
to predict future status of the system. The insights they provide can offer insights for 
decision-making or action and therefore useful for management of species recovery 
programmes. The Palila (Loxioides bailleui) is a Hawaiian honeycreeper which is 
currently in decline. This study presents an analysis of population counts of Palila 
since 1980 using the Systems Behaviour Chart methodology. The results of the analysis 
reveal that despite population counts for Palila decreasing since 2003, the bird’s 
population has now stabilized and less precarious situation than the apparently larger 
pre-2003 population. Conservation managers can investigate why the population has 
stabilised and how that insight can be used to replicate future growth of the population 
towards sustainable recovered population.
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Discussion
The Palila has faced decline, but despite the absolute population 

counts being lower than before 2003, the Systems Behaviour Chart 
reveals that the situation actually improved after 2011. This is 
indicated by the reduction in variation in the data across 2011-2016, 
with the likelihood of the population being maintained in future being 
shown by the LNL being above zero. This tightening of natural limits, 
despite decline in absolute numbers of birds, could be due to birds 
consolidating in favourable areas after habitat loss, causing range 
contraction.2 Fundamental improvement in the LNL is likely due to 
removal of ungulates and forest rehabilitation.3

The Palila population is stable but not fully recovered, which directs 
decisions towards replication of habitat conditions (e.g. removal 
of invasive species and habitat restoration) before captive breeding 
and release. Resources are scarce in conservation and prioritization 
involves complex decision-making in the face of numerous 
challenges.9 The failure to act quickly can lead to extinctions.10 It is 
critical to be watchful for changes in data point positions relative to 
SBC limits, if established statistical rules indicate that the system is 
out of statistical control.6 The advantage of the SBC is that the impact 
of an intervention can be quickly assessed relative to previous data 
using the same analytical rules.9,11
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